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See: NATIONAL SLAVERY & HUMAN TRAFFICKING PREVENTION MONTH, 2020. A PROCLAMATION by 
@Donald J Trump

Please note that this Proclamation is issued as "President of the United States of America" ---- the 
British Territorial Government, not as "President of the United States" ---- the Roman Municipal 
United States Government,  which has always practiced slavery and enriched itself via the sale of 
slaves and the peonage of indentured servants.

Savor the view:  Nancy Pelosi, priestess of the Roman Cult, impeaching Donald Trump for his 
"failure" as CEO of the UNITED STATES, INC.,  to support the practice of human slavery and human 
trafficking ---- one of the main sources of profit for the Municipal Government Corporation?  
That's what is really going on here.  That, and a frantic effort to cover their butts for abuse of their 
offices for private gain.
Trump isn't supporting their criminal profit-making operations and is bucking against "The 
Declaration of Interdependence of the Governments in The United States" that has had both the 
Territorial United States Government and the Municipal United States Government colluding 
together to fleece all of us since 1937.

Boy, howdy..... 
Imagine the day when all the colored people and working class people in this country wake up and 
realize that its the Democrats---their supposed champions---- that have been keeping them down?
That Nancy and Chuckie and Harry have literally been offering them and their labor for sale to the 
highest bidder----and profiting themselves and their venal Municipal "Government" Corporation 
from it?   Ever since the Civil War Era?

Yes, indeed, and that day is fast coming.  All it takes is a few hearty individuals to start looking 
deep at voting records and legislation promoted by the "Democratic Party" and the Big Lie will be 
exposed, like the giant manure pile it is.

Imagine the day when all the "Roman Catholics" fully realize what the "Roman" part of that 
means?  
When all these good people realize that the so-called "Roman" Church is a separate, venal, pagan 
"religion" that has been co-existing under the same roof with the Christian Catholic Church ever 
since the Council of Nicea---- will they make "Hell" pay for it?

When they realize that their Baptismal Certificates have been bought and sold just like the Birth 
Certificates?

My, my, my, what a web we weave, when first we practice to deceive..... and now, all the cows are 
coming home, all the birds to roost, Satan's Kingdom of Lies is laid waste, all his champions 
running for their lives or milling around in Washington, DC, confused and still too dim and arrogant
to realize that none of their schemes will do them any good.
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The Apocalypse --- which means the drawing away of the veil, the revealing --- is upon us, in more 
ways than one, and all I can say is --- glory to God in the Highest, and on Earth, peace and goodwill
to men.

That, and to remind Mr. Trump that the continued practice of issuing foreign "birth certificates" to 
American babies is a form of the most venal kind of trafficking, forbidden by both the Geneva and 
Hague Conventions as a capital crime ---- and it must be stopped.

The entire birth registration machinery must be stopped and converted into a simple public record-
keeping system without any ownership interest implied, beyond identifying place of birth and 
lawful nationality.

Everyone, everywhere must be given full disclosure ---- and if anyone is daft enough to wish to 
continue as a Municipal United States CITIZEN -- even after being given full disclosure, there is 
nothing standing in their way; but, let me suggest that being a slave with benefits cannot compare
to being a Free Man with a country and a life of his own.

Let me also suggest that former "Roman" Catholics, are free to form a new and simply Catholic 
Church that is truly and wholly Christian.   And there is no need to leave all the property and 
assets of the "Roman" Catholic Church in the hands of fraud artists, either.

After all, you are all the victims of an ancient and pernicious "Bait and Switch" and there is no 
statute of limitations on the crime of fraud --- even if it does date back to 325 A.D.

Join together and roust the pagans out of your Church Offices and out of your organization 
entirely.  Let them hoist their own shingle for who and what they really are, and see how many 
people flock to their doors.

Let the formerly "Roman" Catholic Priests who are faithful to the teachings and values of The New 
Testament come out of Babylon and do battle spiritually and legally and in all ways with the 
Interlopers who have commandeered the Church in much the same way that they have attempted 
to commandeer this country---- by deceit and impersonation and False Claims.

Let the members of the US Bar Association and the American Bar Association also evaluate their 
positions and ask themselves whether or not they serve any true law at all; let those who stand for
justice and who believe in it, stand up and do battle with those who have betrayed every 
semblance of justice for filthy lucre.  Let the Officers of Law declare their law and be held 
accountable to it.

Let the sound of our mental and spiritual "blades" crossing fill the Earth as we put falsehoods and 
lies to death, as we liquidate corporations engaged in criminal activity, as we pull criminal patents 
off our records, and restructure the monetary system to serve mankind ---instead of using it to 
enslave mankind.

Let the Lord God Almighty, our Creator, Ancient of Days, remember us and hear our praises and 
come close to us again; let him search our hearts and rule in our favor.  Let there be no new 
calendar of debts and deceptions, but only a calendar of lives led in peace and kindness. Let this 
be our prayer and let our Father hear it.
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